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14300 N Northsight Blvd #126 

Scottsdale, Arizona   85260 

480 278 5930   E Mail:  msmock@business-buyer-directory.com  

 
Business Buyer Directory, LLC refers established companies for sale with > $1MM EBITDA, all industries, for a nominal, buyer paid, “success only” referral fee, paid only if purchased.  

There is no cost or obligation to pursue this company for sale.  

================================================================================ 
 

COMMERCIAL MARKETS FURNITURE MFR. 
NE USA 

 
Annual Revenues:  $7,840,135 
Annual Earnings:  $1,100,995 

Asking:  $3,400,000 
 

A commercial furniture manufacturer selling exclusively to the hospitality, restaurant, 
night club and other commercial markets, products sold direct or through designers and 

agents.  
 

The current operational structure is producing stellar financial success, year after year 
with three-year results demonstrating triple-digit growth in financials 

 
Business is now generating over 30% return on gross profits.  

 
Company’s North America sourcing of product is key to the success of their business 

model. The model results in high profit margins, shorter sale cycles, larger orders (due to 
the ability to offer custom design) and lower cost of sales 

 
Sellers are committed to sale and transition. Excellent financial documentation available. 
Operational partner will stay on for one-year transition (at current salary/benefits). CEO 

will stay on for six months (at current salary/benefits). 
 
 
 
 

This information is secured from sources BUSINESS BUYER DIRECTORY, LLC, “BBD”, believes to be reliable and accurate. BBD makes no representations or warranties 
whatsoever as to the accuracy of any of this information. Interested parties of the above noted company must verify the accuracy of this information and conduct their own 
due diligence and bear all risk for any information inaccuracies. BBD: does NOT represent this company or its agents, is not a business broker; are not FINRA/ NASD 
registered, provides only seller contact information, no advisory inputs. This is not an offer to sell, or a solicitation to sell securities. Information is void where prohibited. 
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